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By DANNY PARISI

Geopolitical changes and turmoil represent a few of the top concerns for retailers in the United States, and luxury
retailers will be especially affected by them due to their global nature.

According to a report from BDO, some of the biggest concerns that retailers have right now include security
breaches and the general state of the economy. For luxury retailers, which rely on a global audience, the risks of
geopolitical turmoil are even more prominent.

"The retail industry is cashless more often than not, especially in the luxury space," said Jennifer Valdivia, partner in
consumer business practice at BDO, New York. "The increased dependency on credit cards and cloud-based
payment services open up new attack vectors for hackers to exploit.

"The luxury segment is a prime target, with a treasure trove of personally identifiable information from wealthy
clientele. The repercussions of a breach are not just about data: A cyberattack may also result in a loss of customer
loyaltysomething this sector cannot afford to lose."

Retail risks
The modern retail landscape is fraught with challenges. From disruptive technology and regulations that business
owners deem restrictive to legal problems and the difficulties of running a cross-border company, retailers are
constantly negotiating new threats to their business models.

BDO wanted to figure out exactly which obstacles retailers were the most concerned about and created the 2017
BDO Retail Risk Report.

The report surveyed 100 top U.S. retailers and asked them to rank some of the problems that they see as the biggest
risk to their business at the moment.

Among the top 10 were legal and litigation problems, implementing complex IT  and tech platforms and dealing with
suppliers and vendors.
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One topic that stood out was the risk of geopolitical shakeups and natural disasters.

As climate change continues to create erratic weather, coastal regions will be more prone to storms and flooding,
presenting potential problems for retailers in and out of the luxury industry.

Terrorist attacks or other violent conflicts can also shape the retail industry, making it harder to get products in and
out of an area or discourage new customers from visiting affected areas.

Geopolitical conflicts such as the one currently unfolding in Qatar also present major obstacles for retail success.

Political troublePolitical trouble

The ongoing diplomatic crisis between Qatar and several of its  neighboring countries has not been resolved, and
further blockades and tensions are beginning to drag countries from Europe into the mix as well.

Both Qatar and Saudi Arabia, the latter considered to be leading the blockade of the former, have numerous
diplomatic and financial ties to countries in Europe. As the diplomatic blockade continues, those countries and their
respective luxury travel and hospitality markets will have some serious decisions to make (see story).

Natural disasters also represent a significant fear for major retailers.
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The long-term effects of climate change are still being mapped out by climate scientists around the world, but some
of those effects have already been nailed down and they will impact the luxury industry in a major way.

The most obvious is that temperatures will increase. Colder areas will benefit in the short-term, increasing the length
of time in which crops can be planted and harvested, which will be a benefit for luxury vineyards in colder areas
(see story).

Outside of these concerns, BDO's report shows that the luxury retail industry is aware of and preparing for a number
of risks in the coming years. Being aware of those risks and preparing accordingly will be key to handling them
successfully.

"Now more than ever, cybersecurity requires a 360-degree view when evaluating needs," Ms. Valdivia said. "This
means taking look at technology, evolving data privacy laws and cyber risk insurance.

"Keep in mind that every business is differenteach retailer operates independently from another. Identify your
company's areas of cyber-risk and vulnerability, then develop programs to minimize the impact of an attack."
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